The genetic algorithm was run in MATLAB version 2012b (Mathworks, Natick, MA). We seeded a population of 20,000 individuals with 28 loci, each representing a theoretical relative copy number correction for the 28 families observed in the specimen-based counts. Each locus was assigned a value of 10.0 in the first generation. The fitness of each genotype was computed as the sum of squared errors (SSE) between the predicted community composition (relative abundance of copy-number adjusted sequence-based counts) and actual community composition (relative abundance of specimen-based counts):
where n = sample, pi = relative abundance of species i of sample n in the sequencing ("p seq ") or specimen ("p spec ") datasets, S = species richness, N = total number of samples.
In the first generation, all individuals in the population were equivalent (10.0 at each locus). In subsequent generations, individuals were ranked by fitness (SSE) and the 5,000 most fit individuals (lowest SSE) were kept for the next generation. Each parent also produced three daughters (mitotically, with no crossover) that were allowed to mutate at each loci by a random amount with a global average change of zero and a standard deviation of 5 (the minimum value at each locus was set to 1.0). Thus, each subsequent generation included the 5,000 most fit vectors from the previous generation and their 15,000 randomly mutated daughters. This was repeated for 10,000,000 generations and the genotype of the most fit individual after the final generation was selected as the optimized copy number solution. Supplementary Table S1 . Taxa identified by high-throughput amplicon sequencing of tallgrass prairie soil nematodes. Accession number, family identity, and species name are as listed in GenBank. Frequency is the number of occurrences that each accession was identified out of 62 field samples), and read count is the total number of reads that matched to a certain accession (from field samples only). The "Notes" column describes how some families were classified in the morphological enumerations (Table 2) .
Accession
Family Notes: 1. Classified as "Misc. Dorylaimida". 2. Classified as "Misc. bacterivores" 3. Classified as "Rhabditidae" 4. Classified as "Mononchidae" 5. Classified as "Qudsianematidae" 6. Classified as "Plectidae" 7. Classified as "Misc. Tylenchidae" 8. Classified as "Tylencholaimidae" Supplementary Table S2 . Summary of linear mixed model analysis performed on Specimen Counts, sequence-based Read Counts, and copy-number corrected Virtual Specimens. Columns depict significant effects (p < 0.05) of burning ("B"), nitrogen ("N"), season ("S") plus all two way interactions. Supplementary Table S3 . Principal Components Analysis eigenvectors for families from the specimen-based counts, sequence-based read counts, and copy number-corrected virtual nematode counts. Columns indicate the PCA eigenvector loading weight from principal component 1 ("Prin1") and principal component 2 ("Prin2") from the Specimen Counts, Read Counts, and from the Virtual Specimen coutns (sequence-based data corrected for copy number factor). 
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